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INTRODUCTION

The following report la concerned with a vertical loop 

electromagnetic survey carried out on the R. S. Hunt property in 

Macdiarmid Townahip,

Picket linea forming a north-south grid syatem mare 

established on the property during the period March 6 to March

inclusive. The survey work MBS completed during the period 

March 21 to April 11tt incluaiva.

The essential objective of the survey is to locate 

buried conductive zones which might represent base metal sulphide 

deposits. Diamond drilling is required to evaluate the most 

promising conductors.

Previous geophysical survey work and diamond drilling 

are discussed with the results of the survey.

PROPERTY. LOCATION AND ACCESS

The property consists of 15 contiguous, unpatented 

mining claims designated 3208^0 to 32Q84*f inclusive, 3208^6 to 

32081+9 inclusive and 325952 to 325957, inclusive, totalling about 

600 acrea.

Situated in the northeast sector of Macdiarmid Townahip, 

the property is located 16 miles northeast of Timmina, Ontario*

A winter road, paralleling a power line and crossing 

the property, provides access to the claim group, Thia road 

starts about 12 miles south from a gravel concession road north 

of Timmina.



PREVIOUS WORK

Between July, 196fr, and March, 1965, Magnetic, ilectro*

magnetic, and gravimetric surveys Mare completed on the property 

followed by 5,921* feat of diamond drilling in H* holes all on 

behalf of Silver-Hen Minee Limited and Belleterre Quebec Hinea 

Limited* previous holders of the property. A number of conductive 

zones mere investigated by the drill holes, which are plotted on 

an accompanying plan.

A 200 foot coil separation utilized for the previously 

conducted electromagnetic survey suggests inadequate depth pene 

tration of this area of deep overburden.

ft more detailed description of previous work is provided 

by K. H. Darke in his report dated February 22, 1972.

GEDLDGY

Maps by the Ontario Department of Mines, including 

P730, Macdiarmid Township, and P698, Pamour Sheet, show the 

geology of the property. Since the property is covered by deep 

overburden, the geology,, ie based on diamond drilling and geophysi 

cal surveys,

Rocks underlying the property include intermediate to 

felsic volcanic f louis and pyroclastics intruded by minor quartz 

diorite and north-northwest trending diabase dykes. Graphitic 

and schistose horizons, commonly present, mark the local strike 

of the rocks, generally east-west. The rocks dip near vertical.

Sphalerite and chalcopyrite were reported to be present 

in a graphitic zona, part of a 100 foot section of pyrite-
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pyrrhotite mineralization on the R. S, Hunt property according to 

the Ontario Department of Mines reaident geologist.

K. H. Oarke'a report on the Hunt property, dated 

February 22, 1972, proyidea a more detailed description of the 

local and regional geology.

ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

The survey method and HcPhar 1DOD-5000 electromagnetic 

unit ueed for the survey are described in the Appendix to this
 B^    "H..

report. Maps of the survey, including east and west sheets, at 

B scale of one inch to tuio hundred feet, accompany thia report. 

Three separate maps of each sheet show the (1) general coverage 

data and profiles; (2) the detailed coverage and profiles; and 

(3) the interpreted conductive zones and previous drilling.

The conductive zones detected by tha survey are des 

cribed as follows:

Conductor A - Striking east-west and 2600 feet long, this conductor 

is located in the east sector of the property. The dip angle 

profiles indicate strong to moderate strength conductivity from 

east to west respectively.

Hole No. 10 on Line **6E intersected tha conductive 

zone. The hole uas collared in a sheared, chloritic fragmental 

volcanic at a depth of 121 fast. Shearing and banding in the con 

indicates a near vertical dip of tha rocks. From 2k5 to MB feet 

a sheared and brecciated rhyolite with minor pyrite and pyrrhotite 

uas intersected. Tha shearing in the above described formations
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appears to account for the conductivity. To the bottom of the 

hole at B depth of 595 feet the volcanic rocks are indicated to 

be massive without associated mineralization or structures that 

would be conductive.

Conductor B - This conductor zone ia located in the extreme 

southeast corner of the eaet sector of the property. Sharp 

inflections of the dip angle profiled indicate two parallel 

east trending conductors of moderate length, perhaps 500 feet. 

Since this conductor zone mas not recognized until profiles of 

the dip angles became available, no detailed survey work uas 

completed. Therefore, it is difficult to interpret tha relative 

strength and possible cause of this anomaly. Houiever, an off- 

scale instrument reading suggests that it ia, in part, a strong 

conductor.

Conductor nC - Situated along ths north boundary of the east half 

of the property this conductor extends from Line 26E to the pro 

perty boundary and beyond. It is at least 1000 feet long and 

strikes a little south qf east. Df weak to moderate strength 

this conductive zone appears to be almost 150 feet uiide ae 

indicated by the variable location of conductor axes from dif 

ferent transmitter locations.

Drill holes to the east indicate a considerable 

depth of overburden, approximately 1^0 feet, and the presence of 

graphitic schist.
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Conductor D - Just east of conductor C, this conductor appears to 

be about 300 feat long and strikes near seat-west. Although not 

covered by detailed survey work, this apparently weak conductor 

has been previously investigated by drilling.

Two holes, designated k and 5, each intersected 

graphitic schist, a likely cause of conductivity, be l ou UQ feet 

of overburden.

Conductor E - Inflections of the dip angle profiles on Linea 

and **8E mark the location of this short, east trending conductor. 

Although apparently weak, a valid interpretation of this conductor 

requires some detailed survey uiork.

Conductor F - Crossing Lines 50E and 52E, this short conductor 

strikes about east and displays generally weak conductivity.

Conductor G - Located in the north half of the west group of 

claims, this conductor strikes a little south of east for a 

length of at least 2200 feat. The conductivity is of usak to 

moderate strength. The conductive zone is up to 150 feet wide 

and appears to be disrupted to the east, perhaps by faulting. 

Otherwise, the general uniformity and strength of conductivity 

suggests that a graphitic horizon may account for the anomaly,

Conductor H - Situated about the centre of the west group of 

claims this conductive zones strikes east and appears to have a 

width of up to 300 feet. The conductivity, although seemingly 

weak, is probably a reflection of tha coil separation, necessarily 

close in this confined area of the property. At least 600 feet
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long, the conductive zone is continuous beyond the uest boundary 

of the property.

A previous hole on this anomaly, No, 11, intersected 

e 125 foot eection of disseminated pyrite and pyrrhotite in 

brecciated rhyolite and graphitic tuff. Hole No. 12, approxi 

mately on strike to the east, also intersected considerable sul 

phide mineralization, although no conductivity is readily apparent 

in this area. Crass faulting between the transmitter and receiver 

is thought to account for the apparent termination of conductivity.

Conductor I - More or lees following the base line this conductor 

is at least 10QQ feet long displaying moderate strength 

conductivity.

Three holes, Nos. 6, 9, and 13, have previously

been drilled to investigate this conductor. ^ series of sulphide- 

bearing graphitic horizons within tuff and brecciated to massive 

rhyolite apparently accounts for the conductivity.

Conductor 3 - Crossing Line 18W on the west boundary of the pro 

perty, this moderate strength conductor is apparently continuous 

westwards.

Two holes Noe. 7 and 8 were previously drilled to 

test this anomaly. Sheared tuffaceous chloritic schist appears 

to account for the conductivity.

Conductor..K - Df weak to moderate strength this conductor strikes 

northeast for at least T*DO feet in the southwest sector of the 

property. The conductor follows a creek and la anomalous in
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4k strike. It is interpreted to represent a fault perhepe as- 

aociated with sulphide mineralization.

CONCLUSIONS

Eleven conductive zones have been outlined by the 

electromagnetic survey. Five of these conductors have previously 

been investigated by diamond drilling, including conductors A, 

D, H, I, and 3. Conductor A is the strongest and most prominent 

of the entire group. Conductors D, I and J have been adequately 

investigated.

Three conductors, namely B, t' and F, require more 

detailed electromagnetic coverage to adequately evaluate their 

potential.

Conductors A, C, H and K appear to justify an investi 

gation by drilling. Conductor G is a secondary target since it 

appears to represent a graphitic horizon.

RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that detailed electromagnetic survey 

work be undertaken in the vicinity of conductors B, E and F. 

Approximately 3.5 days of work would be involved in this work at 

a cost of S525.

A total of Z20D feet of drilling in four holes should 

be allocated for the investigation of conductors A, C, H and K. 

An additional 1100 feet of drilling may bs required for the 

investigation of conductors B t E and f , on completion of the 

detailed geophysics. With overall drilling costs, including 

supervision and assaying, estimated at S10 per foot, the drill
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programme would cost between 522,000 and 533,000 dependant upon 

the results of additional electromagnetic survey work.

Although a more detailed account of specific drill lo 

cations should be prepared on completion of the additional geo 

physical work, the more promising locations, so far determined, 

are as follows: The west extension of conductor A in the vicinity 

of tins 36E and the west extension of conductor H, Line 16U, are 

proposed as drill locations for those conductors which have been 

previously drilled. Conductor C should be drilled on Line 20E. 

However, since this conductor crosses the boundary a shared cost 

might be negotiated on this drilling, in which case a hole on 

Line 18E would be more desireable in terms of assessment work 

credits. A hole along Line 1*tUJ is proposed for the investigation 

of conductor K,

Respectfully submitted,
-sr*r"*: '~-.-...

r ; '/SHIELD GEOPHYSICS LIMITED,
-.f'"" . r ^ m'\

Timmins, Ontario, 

April 21, 1972.

. Bradshau, P. Eng., 

—.isulting Geologist.
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APPENDIX

INSTRUMENT DATA AND SURVEY METHOD 

Electromagnetic Survey

Any alternating magnetic field mill induce an electrical 

eddy current in the medium through which the magnetic field 

passes. If a source of an alternating magnetic field ia located 

near a conductive body anomalously strong eddy currents mill be 

induced in the deposit due to its high electrical conductivity* 

Electrical currents induced in the conductive body will produce a 

secondary magnetic field proportional to the intensity of current 

flow.

A receiver coil tuned to the frequency of the transmit 

ting device will pick up both the directly transmitted signal and 

the eddy current signal.

The electromagnetic unit used in this survey is a McPhar 

unit and consists of a vertically mounted, motor-generator 

powered transmitting coil operating at frequencies of 500D and 

1DQD ops, and a receiving coil, tuned to the transmitting fre 

quencies, an inclinometer, an amplifier and a headset.

Throughout the survey, the transmitter and receiver were
tOJ-*0 (pi-O f /t'W'J*S" '

separated by distances of frOD. BOD and 12DO feet. The plane of 

the transmitter coil waa oriented so that the transmitter uiaa 

vertical and pointed towards the receiver. Orientation was ob 

tained using a plate on which predetermined receiver positions 

were plotted. Stations were read at one hundred foot intervals. 

At all times, the receiver '"faced" the transmitter. The results

jabtained are dip angles, measured in degrees. The dip angles are 

obtained by first orienting the receiver coil in the plane of the
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magnetic field by rotating the coil about a vertical axis until a 

null or minimum signal is obtained, and then rotating the coil 

about a horizontal axis until a null or minimum signal is obtained. 

The angle which the magnetic field makes with the horizontal is 

recorded as a "dip" or "tilt" angle. In the absence of e con 

ductor the dip angle mill bs zero since no secondary field is 

present. In the presence of a conductor, the axis of the receiver 

coil points towards the conductor and the plane of the coil away 

from the conductor. In the presence of a conductor, the secondary 

magnetic field is usually displaced from the primary in-phase ae 

well as direction so that the total field is elliptically polarized, 

The receiver cannot than be nulled completely but a minimum signal 

can be obtained, the width of the minimum being an indication of 

the phase displacemant.

The tilt angles are plotted as profiles, the zero or 

"cross-over" point indicating the focus of the conductor axis.

Once a conductor axis has been established, the trans 

mitter is set up over the conductor and lines are read on both 

sides of the transmitter and the conductor axis is traced out by 

"leap fragging" from "cross-over" to "cross-over".

SPECIFICATIONS

Operating Frequencies; 1000 and 5000 cycles per second

Range: 2000 foot separation between transmitter and receiver for 
a l 10 degree null width.
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Depth of Exploration; Roughly half the distance betueen trans 
mitter and receiver.

Transmitter Pouier Supply; 500 uatt alternator driven by a 
gasoline engine.

H.P.

MeiQhts; Pecfcboard-maunted engine generator U8 Iba.
Transmitter coil on packboard **9 Ibs.
Coil mounting pole and spreader ber 22 Ibe.
Receiver 7 Iba.
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Instrument
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7 x
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Time domain 
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Range ——^———..—

Electrode array—— 
Electrode spacing. 
Type of electrode.
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